Cutting edge technologies in the evaluation of bone marrow samples.
To review cutting edge technologies for evaluation of bone marrow samples. Professional literature and authors' experience. Novel technologies for evaluating bone marrow specimens that have prognostic and therapeutic value in chronic and acute leukemia have been recently developed. Polymerase chain reaction-based assays that are useful in detecting chromosomal translocations in CML and AML are relevant to diagnosis and initial therapy. These assays can also be used to detect minimal residual disease after therapy and thus have prognostic value. In addition, a novel and elegant technique for determining leukemic cell resistance to chemotherapy agents (in vitro drug sensitivity) has prognostic and therapeutic value in AML. Use of these assays may lead to greater diagnostic precision, improved prognostication and more effective therapy. Cutting edge technologies that have utility in the evaluation of bone marrow specimens include polymerase chain reaction based assays for detecting specific chromosomal translocations, particularly useful in CML and AML, as well as in vitro drug sensitivity testing in AML.